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23.11.2021
LO: To convert between units of length

Vocabulary:
ones
tens
hundreds
thousands
measure
units
factor
product
commutative

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

quotient
dividend 
divisor
unitising 
millimetre
centimetre
metre
kilometre





Which units match which abbreviations?

millimetre

centimetre

metre

kilometre

km

mm

cm

m

How big is 1mm?

How big is 1cm?

How big is a 1m?

What would we measure in mm? 

What would we measure in cm?

What would we measure in m?

What would we measure in km?

What resources could you use to measure in mm?

What resources could you use to measure in cm?

What resources could you use to measure m?



1mm
1cm = 10mm
1m = 100cm
1km = 1000m

TRUE OR FALSE
4cm = 40mm
7m = 700cm
9km = 9000m



1mm
1cm = 10mm
1m = 100cm
1km = 1000m

Learning Task 1
3cm = _____ mm
5m = _____cm
2km = _______m
____cm = 40mm
____m = 600cm
____km = 10000mWhat do you 

notice you are 
doing?



1cm = 10mm



1cm = 10mmLearning Task 2

divide by 10

multiply by 10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



1m = 100cm

To convert from cm to m you need to…

To convert from m to cm you need to…



1m = 100cm

To convert from cm to m you need to divide by 100
To convert from m to cm you need to multiply by 100

Learning Task 3
300cm = _____ m
400cm = _____ m
____ cm = 5m
8.6m = _____ cm
2.3m = _____ cm
____ m = 460cm



1km = 1000m

To convert from m to km you need to divide by 1000

To convert from km to m you need to multiply by 1000

If 1000m is the same as 1km, to convert from cm to m you 
must divide by 1000 because lots of small units become fewer 
large units.

If 1km is the same as 1000m, to convert from m to cm you 
must multiply by 1000 because fewer large units become more 
smaller units.



1km = 1000m

To convert from m to km you need to divide by 1000
To convert from km to m you need to multiply by 1000

Learning Task 4
7000m = _____ km
8000m = _____ km
____ m = 2km
7.4km = _____ m
3.3km = _____ m
____ km = 1800m


